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Figure 1: Wave-front propagation from a spherical sound source. The visualization shows phonons with color-coded spectral energy due to
reflection at different materials.

ABSTRACT

We present a new particle tracing approach for the simulation of
mid- and high-frequency sound. Inspired by the photorealism ob-
tained by methods like photon mapping, we develop a similar
method for the physical simulation of sound within rooms. For
given source and listener positions, our method computes a finite-
response filter accounting for the different reflections at various sur-
faces with frequency-dependent absorption coefficients. Convolut-
ing this filter with an anechoic input signal reproduces a realistic
aural impression of the simulated room. We do not consider diffrac-
tion effects due to low frequencies, since these can be better com-
puted by finite elements. Our method allows the visualization of a
wavefront propagation using color-coded blobs traversing the paths
of individual phonons.

CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Raytracing; I.6.8 [Simulation and Model-
ing]: Types of Simulation—Monte Carlo; J.2 [Computer Applica-
tions]: Physical Sciences and Engineering—Physics;

Keywords: acoustics, auralization, raytracing, photon mapping

1 INTRODUCTION

Auralization is concerned with simulating and reproducing the
acoustic properties of a scene. It can be considered as an audi-
tive variant of visualization, providing insight into the “good” and
“bad” acoustic properties of classrooms, theaters, congress rooms,
churches, etc. In this work, we contribute a simple, yet powerful au-
ralization method, providing a combination of acoustic simulation
and visualization. Sound is hereby represented as particles called
phonons, emanating from a sound source, being reflected at differ-
ent surfaces and finally collected at a listener’s position. Figure 1
contains a visualization of this process showing the different fre-
quency decompositions due to reflection at materials with versatile
absorption properties. The spectral energy of phonons within low,
mid and high-frequency bands is mapped onto the blue, green and
red color components, respectively.

∗e-mail: bertram@informatik.uni-kl.de

The objective of our auralization is the optimization of acous-
tic properties based on virtual models, for example of class rooms.
For a given sound source (or a set of sources) and multiple listener
positions, our simulation computes a finite impulse response (FIR)
filter for each listener position, such that convolution with an ane-
choic input signal will provide a realistic impression of the sound
perceived at this position. The progress of the simulation can be
visualized by sliding through time and rendering all phonons corre-
sponding to a unit impulse (Dirac) sent out from the source at time
zero. Due to distinct absorption of different frequency bands at the
surfaces of a scene, the spectral energy distribution of the phonons
is altered at each reflection.

From our visualization, the effect of different materials on the
spectral energy distribution can be observed. The first few reflec-
tions already show whether certain frequency bands are rapidly ab-
sorbed. The absorbing materials can be identified and replaced in
the virtual model, improving the overall acoustic quality of the sim-
ulated room. After a large time period, a large number of reflections
has occurred, such that individual wave fronts cannot be identified,
anymore. The color mix of the phonons, however, shows the over-
all acoustic quality. The darker the color of phonons gets, the more
energy is absorbed by the different materials.

Applications of our work include (but are not limited to) the
acoustic improvement during architecture, design, and equipment
of class- and congress rooms. Compared to commercial prod-
ucts designed for home entertainment, our method is more precise
for highly detailed scenes, since a much greater number of reflec-
tions can be considered for complex scenes. The limitations are
low-frequency simulations where diffraction dominates the process.
These are frequencies in the order f = c/λ ∼ c/l, where c is the
speed of sound and l denotes the diameter of the simulated room.
Since only linear propagation of sound is considered by our method,
diffraction needs to be simulated by different methods, like finite el-
ements. For acoustic qualities, such as clarity of sound, however,
lowest frequencies can often be neglected.

The remainder of our paper is structured as follows: In section 2
we review related work and summarize the differences with respect
to our approach. Section 3 describes our simulation, composed of
phonon emission, phonon collection, filtering, and visualization.
Numerical examples and a qualitative evaluation are provided in
section 4, followed by a brief conclusion.



2 RELATED WORK

In the theory of acoustics there are two main approaches simulat-
ing the propagation of sound. The first approach is based on wave
equations that are numerically solved, for example with use of finite
element methods (FEM). The simulation results are very accurate,
but the complexity increases drastically with the highest frequency
considered, since a volume grid with O(n3) cells needs to be con-
structed where n is proportional to the highest frequency. The time
complexity for solving this is typically O(n3 log n3). Hence, the
wave model is suitable for low frequencies only. The second ap-
proach, known as geometric acoustics, describes the sound propa-
gation by sound particles moving along a directed ray. There exists
a variety of such methods for simulating room acoustics. They are
mostly based on optical fundamentals, and make use of approaches
developed there. Two classical methods for acoustic simulation are
the image-source method and the raytracing method.

The image-source method [1, 2] models specular reflections by
inserting additional sound sources obtained by mirroring the loca-
tion of audio source over polygonal surfaces inside the scene. The
key idea here is, that a sound ray from a sound source S reflected
on a surface has the same acoustic effect as one from the mirrored
source S’, reduced by the absorbed energy part. In a rectangular
box-shaped room it is easy to construct image sources up to a cer-
tain order of reflections. Following the image source calculations,
for a receiver position P, each of the virtual sources must be consid-
ered to determine whether it can be heard in P. All sources visible
from P are summed up, reproducing the acoustical impression at
P, where in addition to energy the individual time delays are con-
sidered. The advantage of the image-source method is, that it is
very accurate, but it becomes very complicated for non-box-shaped
rooms and curved surfaces cannot be simulated, at all. The number
of the mirrored sources increases exponentially with reflection or-
der. Hence, this approach is suitable only for simple room geometry
and low reflection orders.

In the raytracing method [12, 13] several rays are traced from the
sound source to receiver that is typically represented as a sphere.
The reflections over the surfaces in the scene are simulated accord-
ing to specular laws or Lambert’s law of diffuse reflections. In ad-
dition to absorption properties of considered surfaces, timely delay
and air absorption are taken in account. This approach is general
and easy to implement, but it is very computation expensive and
can cause aliasing artifacts due to discrete number of rays. When
changing the receiver’s position, the tracing of all rays needs to be
performed, again.

Due to the shortcomings of the two classical approaches de-
scribed above, continuative approaches have been developed in re-
cent years. Mostly, they employ parts of the classical schemes or
a combination of them. One approach that makes use of advan-
tages of image-source method and raytracing is introduced in [21].
Here the visibility check of the image-source algorithm are per-
formed via raytracing. Beam-tracing methods [4, 5, 16] overcome
the aliasing problem of classical raytracing by recursively tracing
pyramidal beams, implying the need for highly complex geomet-
ric operations, still ignoring diffraction effects at low frequencies.
An approach for calculation of edge diffraction in room acoustics
is presented in [20, 15]. To overcome the dependency of the sim-
ulation on the receiver position the radiosity method was extended
to be used in room acoustics [17, 11]. Due to the computation com-
plexity these methods do not seem practical for large environments.
Newer approaches try to cope with complexity by exploiting GPU
hardware accelerating the simulation calculations [6].

The aim of audio simulation is the estimation of acoustic prop-
erties, such as reverberation time and the reproduction of acoustic
benchmarks. Auralization is the process of producing audible im-
pression of a room. Therefore an anechoic signal is convolved with

the room impulse signal and displayed over a loudspeaker system
or head phones, often using head related transfer function (HRTF)
for directional tracking. A survey of existing auralization systems
and explicit description of the DIVA auralization system is given
in [18, 14]. In the visualization context, only few approaches to
acoustics have been described [19, 10].

Our method is inspired by a technique known as photon mapping
[7, 8, 9] used for rendering photo-realistic images. The idea of this
method is to trace photons from a light source into a scene, where
their path is reflected and refracted at specular / transparent surfaces
and ends on surfaces (or in volumes) with a diffuse component.
These photons, composed of color intensity and outgoing direction,
are associated with the surfaces ending their paths. When rendering
these surfaces, for example by raytracing, a photon map is evaluated
by inserting the n closest photons into a bi-directional reflection
distribution function (BRDF) determining the local light intensity.

In the present work, we contribute a novel simulation technique
for auralization, also applicable to large scenes. Our method is cou-
pled with an interactive visualization, showing the impact of certain
materials on the frequency decomposition and intensity of reflected
wave fronts. With few restrictions, it is possible to alter acoustic
material properties at interactive rates, re-using the particle paths
computed by the simulation.

3 ALGORITHM

Photon mapping [7, 8] is often used for rendering photo-realistic
images, supplementing uni-directional raytracing by a variety of
visual effects, like color bleeding and caustics. We adopt a similar
approach to the simulation of sound, where a couple of issues need
to be re-considered. For example, the human ear is not capable of
locating the origin of a sound source as precise, as the human eye
is capable of locating the origin of light. In the case of high fre-
quencies where diffraction is negligible, one can locate directional
sound with a precision of about 30 degrees. Thus, a lower number
of particles (phonons) may be sufficient for auralization.

Another difference is that the human ear can distinguish a lot
more frequency bands than the eye. Since the eye has only three
different receptors for red, green, and blue light, any continuous
distribution within the visible spectrum between 400 and 700 µm
of wavelength is mapped onto three variables. Consequently, only
three wavelengths need to be considered for rendering images. The
human ear, however, can distinguish frequencies in the spectrum
Ω = [20Hz, 20000Hz] fairly precise. In addition, the spectrum of
an audio signal is highly time-dependent in contrast to most illumi-
nation problems that require only a static solution.

Problem specification. Our algorithm requires the following
input:

• position of sound source s

• emission distribution E of sound source

• one or more listener positions li

• a triangulated scene with tagged materials m j

• an absorption function α j : Ω 7→ (0,1] for each material

• an acoustic BRDF for each material (if applicable)

• an energy threshold εe for terminating the phonon paths.

Examples for absorption functions provided by CARA 1 are illus-
trated in figure 2. The output of our method is a FIR filter fi for
each listener’s position li corresponding to the pulse response with
respect to the sound source and a visualization of the simulation
process.

1www.cara.de
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Figure 2: Absorption functions αi for different materials, provided by CARA.

3.1 Phonon Tracing

Every phonon p emitted from the sound source carries the following
information:

• an energy spectrum ep : Ω 7→ R
+

• the distance dp traversed from the source

• the phonon’s current position pp

• its outgoing direction vp.

Additional information, such as the number of reflections and the
material index of the last reflection may also be attached for visual-
ization purposes.

Our absorption and energy functions α j are represented by
ne = 10 coefficients associated with the frequencies 40, 80, 160,
..., 20480 Hz. The corresponding basis functions for the energy
spectrum are wavelets ψi (i = 1, ...,ne) adding up to a unit impulse
(discretized Dirac). We will define these wavelets later. For now,
we assume that every phonon is composed of different frequencies,
which is much more efficient than tracing a single phonon for each
individual frequency band.

Phonons are emitted from the source s according to the emis-
sion probability distribution E. In the case of a sound source with
equally distributed emission over the unit sphere, we use three inde-
pendent random variables x,y,z with normal (gaussian) distribution
using the probability function

P(x) =
2√
π

exp(−x2). (1)

This is obtained by inserting a random variable ξ equally dis-
tributed on [0, 1] into x = Φ−1(ξ ), where Φ is the normal distri-
bution function

Φ(x) =
2√
π

∫ x

0

exp(−t2) dt = er f (x). (2)

Since the variable (x,y,z)T forms a rotationally symmetric gaussian
distribution, its normalized direction is equally distributed on the
unit sphere [3] and can be used to emit phonons at a spherical sound
source.

Our phonons are started at the source with a (discretized) unit
energy spectrum ep,i = 1 (i = 1, ...,ne). At the first intersection of
the phonon ray with the scene, the phonon direction dp is reflected
with respect to the local surface normal and the absorbed energy is
subtracted according to the local material m j ,

ep,i := (1−α j,i) ep,i, (3)

and the distance dp is set to the traversed distance. The phonon is
fixed at the intersection point, contributing to a global phonon map
(whose evaluation is discussed later). For efficient computation of
ray-surface intersection, we use an octree-based partitioning of the
scene.

If the maximal energy of the phonon exceeds the energy thresh-
old, i.e. max{ep,i}ne

i=1
> εe, the next phonon re-uses the path and

energy of the preceding one, saving computation time. It is started
at the current position with respect to the outgoing direction dp and
contributes to the phonon map at the next surface intersection. If the
threshold εe is not exceeded and a minimum number of reflections
have been computed, then a new phonon is started from the sound
source s. After a prescribed number np of phonons have contributed
to the global phonon map, the tracing is terminated.



(a) (b)

Figure 3: Bandpass filter, (a) in spectral domain; (b) in time domain.

The approach can be extended by considering bi-directional re-
flection distribution functions (BRDF’s), for example when model-
ing corrugated materials by plain surfaces. A BRDF provides the
reflection factor for a pair of incoming and outgoing directions. For
any fixed incoming direction, it can be used as probability func-
tion for a random variable determining the reflection vector. We
note that the material’s corrugation must be very coarse to justify
this approach, since the wave lengths of sound are much wider than
those of light. Due to the strong dependency of the wavelengths and
reflection distribution, individual BRDF’s may be defined for sev-
eral bandwidths, making it necessary to trace multiple succeeding
phonons in different directions, carrying distinct parts of the energy
spectrum.

3.2 Phonon Collection and Filtering

The remaining task of our method is collecting the phonons’ con-
tribution to a FIR filter f for every listener’s position l. This filter
f corresponds to the pulse response from the source, recorded at l,
such that convolution with an anechoic source signal gs reproduces
the perceived signal gl , where

gl = gs ∗ f =
∫

R

gs(τ) f (·− τ) dτ. (4)

In the case of uniform absorption for all frequencies, the con-
tribution of a phonon visible from the listener is simply a scaled,
translated Dirac (unit impulse),

δp,l,i(t) = exp(−k h2

pl) ep,i δ
(
t − (dp +dpl)/c

)
, (5)

where k is a constant, hpl denotes the shortest distance of the con-
tinued phonon path pp + tvp and the listener l, ep,i denotes the
phonon’s energy (at frequency ωi), dpl denotes the distance be-
tween phonon pp and listener l, and c is the speed of sound. The
term (dp + dpl)/c corresponds to the time elapsed between emis-
sion and reception of a phonon. The Dirac δ is shifted by this time
interval and scaled by the phonon’s energy ep,i, multiplied by a
gaussian weighting the distance of the ray to the listener.

In classical acoustic raytracing [12, 13], a sphere is used to col-
lect rays at a listener’s position. Using a gaussian, however, pro-
vides much smoother filters, since more phonon rays contribute to
the filter, weighted by their shortest distance. The constant k de-
termines the radius of this gaussian and can be compared with the
shininess in the specular term of the Phong illumination model. For
now, we use k = 200m−2, keeping in mind that this constant needs
to be adapted to the phonon density.

In the more general case of frequency-dependent absorption, the
Dirac is subdivided into wavelets ψi representing the individual fre-
quency bands,

δ (t) =
ne

∑
i=1

ψi(t). (6)

With the different energy coefficients ep,i, the filter becomes

f (t) = ∑
p

exp(−k h2

pl)
ne

∑
i=1

ep,i ψi

(
t − (dp +dpl)/c)

)
(7)

For a large number of phonons, it is more efficient to pre-
compute ne different filters, one for each bandwidth, based on equa-
tion (5). Their convolutions with the individual wavelets are then
efficiently computed employing the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
By the convolution theorem, equation (7) is equivalent to

f (t) =
ne

∑
i=1

ψi ∗ ∑
p

δp,l,i(t), (8)

where the convolution translates and scales the wavelets properly
for each individual phonon.

Filter design. Our band-pass filters bi = ψ̂i are constructed as
follows. To obtain quickly decaying wavelets, the filters need to
be smooth in the spectral domain. Therefore, we use the shape of
cosine functions,

ci(x) :=

{
1

2
+ 1

2
cos(π(x− i)) i f x ∈ [i−1, i+1];

0 else.
(9)

With the re-definition c1(x) := 1 for x < 1 and cne
(x) := 1 for x > ne,

we obtain the property ∑
ne

i=1
ci(x) = 1, everywhere.

In our implementation, we use ne = 10 and absorption coeffi-
cients for the frequencies ωi = 20 2i Hz (i = 1, ..., 10), covering
the range from 40 to 20480 Hz. On the logarithmic scale, our filters
are defined as

bi(ω) =






ci (log2(ω/ω0)) i f ω > 0;

δi1 i f ω = 0;

ci (log2(ω0/−ω)) i f ω < 0,

(10)

where ω0 = 20 Hz and δi1 denotes the Kronecker delta. The
wavelets ψi are obtained by the inverse Fourier Transform. b0 and
b10 are low- and highpass filters, respectively, whereas the remain-
ing bi are bandpass filters with support [ωi−1, ωi+1], see figure 3.
Our filters have the following properties:

• compact support in Ω

• symmetry and smoothness in both domains

• their sum is one in Ω and a Dirac in the time domain.

Discretization. The response filters produced by our implemen-
tation are sampled at a rate of 48 KHz. For generating the filter
bank, we used 214 samples, employing the inverse FFT for com-
puting the discretized wavelets. Due to the uncertainty principle,



the pulse response may become non-causal. To limit this effect, we
combine the widest filters for 40, 80, 160, and 320 Hz into one (de-
caying much faster) and cut off all filters after 314 samples (corre-
sponding to 6.5 msec) in both directions. Hence, the low-frequency
portions of an echo, filtered due to different absorption coefficients,
may be received up to 6.5 msec in advance of the main peak, which
in fact cannot be recognized by the human ear. In the case of uni-
form absorption, the discretized wavelets still form a partition of
the unit impulse, providing perfect echos.

Once, the response filter f has been computed, it needs to be nor-
malized with respect to the number of phonons used and the radius
of the gaussian located at the listener. Therefore, we normalize the
filter such that the signal’s intensity at 1m distance from the source
s (without any reflections) corresponds to the intensity of the ane-
choic source signal. The normalization factor is simply one over
the sum of all gaussian terms collected from the outgoing phonon
paths in 1m distance from the source.

An additional extension we did not consider here is the absorp-
tion of air,

1− exp(−αair d), (11)

where αair is the absorption coefficient (depending on air humidity
and temperature) and d is the traversed distance. This term is ex-
tremely small, compared to the absorption of materials, such that it
is not considered in our simulation.

3.3 Visualization

The computationally most expensive part of our method is the com-
putation of ray intersections for phonon tracing and the visibility
determination in the collection phase. Once the phonon map com-
posed of phonon paths with instances at each reflection has been
computed, it can be used for interactive visualization. When drop-
ping the visibility check in the collection phase (or substituting a
crude approximation), the filters for a varying listener position can
be estimated at nearly interactive rates.

Our visualization focuses on the spacial propagation of a pulse
response from the sound source. The corresponding wave front tra-
verses the room and is reflected at surfaces, altering its intensity
and energy spectrum. We visualize this wave front by rendering a
small sphere for every phonon path with color coded spectral en-
ergy. Therefore, we use the RGB components, such that blue cor-
responds to the average of ep,1, ..., ep,4 (40, 80, 160, 320 Hz),
green corresponds to ep,5, ..., ep,7 (640, 1280, 2560 Hz), and red
to ep,8, ..., ep,10 (5120, 10240, 20480 Hz).

When sliding through time, the spheres follow the phonon paths.
At small time values, the reflected wave fronts are clearly visi-
ble. When the number of reflections increases, however, it becomes
more difficult to recognize individual fronts. In order to tackle this
problem, we integrated the following function into our interactive
visualization system:

• varying the percentage of phonons to be rendered

• rendering only the phonons reflected from a selected material

• exchanging selected materials

• varying time / traversed distance.

The data structure supporting this visualization is an array of
phonons carrying their energy spectrum ep, the traversed distance
dp, the phonon’s position pp at a reflection point, and its outgoing
direction vp, according to section 3.1. In addition, we record the
number of reflections rp and the material mp at the current reflec-
tion.

Since all phonons sharing the same path are listed consecutively
in the array, it is simple, for example, to select all consecutive pairs

pi, pi+1 where the current time t satisfies tpi
≤ t < tpi+1

and to draw
a sphere on the line segment ppi

, ppi+1
, corresponding to a phonon’s

location at time t. In addition, certain predicates can be used, for
example selecting all phonon whose path was reflected at the first
(or at any) reflection on a selected material.

The exchange of a certain material requires only the phonons’
energy to be re-evaluated, where the phonon paths remain fixed. To
allow the exchange, it is necessary to enforce a minimum number
of reflections for every path in advance, since otherwise materials
with high absorption coefficients cannot be replaced. An applica-
tion scenario of this kind is provided in the next section.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Selecting wave fronts by material reflection. (a) Phonons
reflected at least once by a wall; (b) phonons reflected from bottom;
(c) phonons reflected from canvas (behind viewpoint).

4 RESULTS

4.1 Visualization Application

Our visualization was used to examine the acoustic properties of
a virtual reality (VR) laboratory that is also used for auralization
purposes. Figure 1 shows the wave front propagation based on 1M
phonons (33043 paths), at a traversed distance of 1.5, 4.5, and 10 m.
At small distances / traversal times, the individual wave fronts can
be recognized, whereas large distances provide insight into the fre-
quency decomposition of the various reflections. We observe a shift



(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Changing material of bottom. (a) all phonons at d = 1.5m;
(b) phonons at d = 4.5m; (c) same as (b) with old material.

towards lower frequencies, since the phonons’ color is dominated
by the blue component after a number of reflections.

To identify the reason for the frequency shift, we look at phonons
reflected by a selected material (at least once) in their earlier paths.
Figure 4 shows these phonons for reflections from walls, bottom,
and canvas, respectively, at a distance of 4.5 m where the front di-
rection can still be recognized. We observe that phonons reflected
from walls carry mostly a yellowish color, despite of their poten-
tial reflection from additional materials. Hence, the energy of these
phonons is shifted towards the mid and high frequencies. The bot-
tom and the canvas reduce high frequencies. Reflections from the
canvas affect mostly the right side of the room, whereas the im-
pact of the carpet is much greater, see figure 4b. While a potential
frequency shift can already be seen in a material’s absorption coef-
ficients, their impact on room acoustics can be studied much better
with the aid of our visualization.

In figure 5 we replaced the carpet by a material with similar ab-
sorption as the walls. When comparing figures 5b and 5c, it be-
comes evident that this change is sufficient for increasing the inten-
sities of mid and high frequencies. The acoustic properties of this
room are significantly improved by this modification, since low fre-
quencies are also propagated by diffraction and thus do not depend
on linear reflections that much. While the acoustics of the labora-
tory are not much of importance, it may have a greater impact on
the design of larger classrooms. Optimizing the acoustics of such
larger rooms may, for example, eliminate the need of using a mi-

Figure 6: Geometry of closet.

Figure 7: Geometry of the VR-laboratory.

crophone or improve the auditive quality of concerts.

4.2 Simulation

We have applied our simulation and visualization method to the
virtual models of three different rooms, a closet, the VR-laboratory,
and a medium sized classroom. The computation times for trac-
ing 1M phonons on a 2.4GHz Processor are listed in table 1. Due
to the large number of reflections, the number of different paths is
much smaller than the number of phonons. The times for collecting
phonons and filtering are about the same as the tracing times, due
to the visibility test. If the latter is dropped, the filters can be con-
structed at nearly interactive rates. The table shows that the time
complexity of our method does not depend very much on the com-
plexity of the scene, due to octree partitioning.

4.3 Evaluation

In order to validate our simulation results, illustrated in fig-
ures 9 and 10, we compared them to measurements and simula-
tions obtained by a commercial room-acoustics program CARA

Figure 8: Geometry of the classroom.



room model points triangles materials phonon paths avg. reflections time [sec]

closet 150 156 8 23555 42.5 261
laboratory 521 546 17 33043 30.3 204
classroom 23413 16489 16 25024 40.0 308

Table 1: Computation times for constructing the phonon map based on one million phonons.

(a) (b) (c)

(d)
0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Folded Signal

Time in s
(e)

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Folded Signal

Time in s
(f)

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Folded Signal

Time in s

Figure 9: Room impulse response and convolution with the anechoic signal of the three simulated rooms. (a+d) closet; (b+e) laboratory; (c+f)
classroom.

Figure 10: Anechoic signal.

(www.cara.de) based on the image-source method. All signals have
a sampling rate of 48 kHz. To keep modeling errors low we chose
a simple box-shaped closet room (1.9m× 1.61m× 2.49m, see fig-
ure 6) with a small number of faces and different absorption coeffi-
cients according to figure 2.

The sound field was produced by a single loudspeaker (blue box)
and measurements were taken at five positions, see figure 6. The
box was fed with sinusoidal signals of different frequencies rang-
ing from 46.9 Hz to 24000 Hz. Each signal was displayed long
enough (0.75 sec) to damp out other frequencies. The same input
signal was convolved with the impulse responses simulated with
both CARA and our algorithm. Figure 11 shows a comparison of

Figure 11: Comparison of the recorded amplitude at 750Hz (red)
with results from phonon tracing (blue) and CARA (green).

the measured and simulated pressures at a frequency of 750 Hz.
At frequencies lower than 400 Hz, the results of both simulations
differ significantly from our measurement, which may be due to
diffraction effects and errors in the absorption coefficients (used by
both simulations). At medium and high frequencies, our simulated
pressures were mostly closer to the measured pressures than those
obtained by CARA, due to the greater number of computed reflec-
tions. We note, however, that these measurements were very sen-



(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Comparison of residual energy descent in db. (a) phonon
tracing; (b) CARA.

sitive with respect to the microphone position, particularly in the
high-frequency range.

In addition, we compare the descent of the residual energy, cal-
culated from the impulse response simulated with both CARA and
our algorithm. The residual energy descent is illustrated in fig-
ure 12. Ideally, the descent is exponentially, implying a constant
slope in the logarithmic figure. Due to the limited number of re-
flections considered by CARA, their reverberation is cut off after a
short time period, whereas the (logartihmic) decay in our solution
is nearly linear.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We presented a new particle tracing method for the auralization and
visualization of room acoustics. The results obtained by our simu-
lation compare favorably to existing methods. Our interactive visu-
alization helps to optimize acoustic properties of class- and concert
rooms. It is particularly useful for determining the impact of cer-
tain materials, allowing their interactive exchange. Future work will
be directed at the integration of our method into a unified virtual-
reality framework.
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